As for the problem the image can be generated by computer software, so that we cannot recognize the authenticity of these images using our eyes. In this paper by analyzing the differences between photorealistic computer graphics and natural image on image texture, we put forward a photorealistic computer graphics identifying algorithm based on edge detection. Image gradient can describe the details of the image and then we extract the feature value according to details of the image. The last we use SVM classifier to classify. The results show that the presented method can not only identify the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image but also have better identification rate.
Introduction
With the rapid development of digital cameras and smart phones, it has great necessary to research image processing technique in the application and operation of recaptured image. It is difficult to identify the natural image and photorealistic computer graphics with the naked eye. The photorealistic computer graphics has given us a tremendous threat. For example the South China tiger incident in 2007 has prompted us that the authenticity of digital images is not only limited to the image of tampering and it is not necessarily true for a digital image. Therefore, it has a very important significance to identify the natural image and photorealistic computer graphics.
In recent years, there are some studies on identification of the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image. Tian-Tsong Ng Etc. presented an method through the geometric characteristics of the image to identify the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image [1] . Farid Etc. presented Higher-order statistical properties the model for image and DCT coefficient histogram class sampling effects [2] . Wu Etc. achieve to identify the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image by difference image histogram features [3] . Li Etc. adopt the Local Binary Pattern to the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image. As for the above problem, by analyzing the differences between the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image generated in the imaging process, we adopt edge detection method to extracting feature values and then take the classification method to identify the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image. The results show that the presented method can not only identify the photorealistic computer graphics and natural image
The Differences Between Photorealistic Computer Graphics and Natural Image Natural light will be converted into the RGB Pixels by digital camera CCD sensor. The figure.1 is the process of natural image. In this process, the image is formed by CFA interpolation in digital camera. Due to the complexity of real scenarios and Impact of hardware, the natural image must produce some noise. But the photorealistic computer graphics can be obtained by all kinds of image-editing software. Then these images will be Retouching, sharpening, smoothing by image-editing software. So the photorealistic computer graphics containing the pattern noise is different from the natural image generated by digital cameras.
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Light source shot CCD sensor natual image CFA interpolation Fig.1 . the process of natural image Due to the current increasingly powerful image editing software, we have too difficult to identify photorealistic computer graphics by eyes. Therefore, we have to judge on the authenticity of these two types by recognition algorithm. In this paper we put forward an identification algorithm based on gradient.
Feature extraction algorithm
In this paper, the image gradient is calculated to extract eigenvalues. For a continuous function, we can evaluate them first-order partial derivative to solve its rate of change. Using the same idea, the image we also calculate the first order partial derivatives and we calculate the first-order partial derivatives of the X and Y directions for the image, as shown in Equation 1.
For the images, the first order partial derivatives represent the rate of change in the direction of pixels. For smooth area in image, the value of the first order partial derivatives will be relatively small while it will be relatively large in the edge region of the image. The noise is also high-frequency part, and the value of the derivative will be relatively great. In fact, for discrete data such as images, the derivative can be expressed by the gradient, as shown in Equation 2.
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It is a big problem that the value of the derivative will be a negative. So if we still follow the original gradient values to statistics feature, the dimension of feature vectors will be huge. This will increase the time overhead of the algorithm. In order to solve this problem, we have further improved the algorithm. We extract the maximum gradient value of X and Y directions, as shown in Equation 3 .
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Formula (3) shows that， we extract the larger absolute value of the first-order partial derivatives in X and Y directions. This can be a good description of the rate of change on image texture. We can get feature image and then we calculate statistical histogram of the feature image to obtain feature vectors.
Algorithm Framework
We put forward a photorealistic computer graphics identifying algorithm based on edge detection. The detected image is divided into two parts that are the training and testing. Firstly, we extract the gradient features for image, and then we use the SVM classifier to train samples. Last we use the SVM classifier to test image. As shown in Figure 2 
Test Results
The experimental programming environment is on Microsoft Visual 2010 and the programming language is C language. We use support vector machine (SVM) as classifier. The experiments images are from Columbia University Digital Image Library.In order to the effectiveness of algorithm we take a large number of tests and we get satisfactory results. Every experiment we randomly choose the number of 600 train images and 300 test images. The feature vectors in our algorithm are extracted from the statistical histogram, so these have 256-dimensions vector. In the experimental results, the recognition rate of the algorithm is in line with the actual situation. For more texture information image our algorithm has higher recognition rate while there is lower recognition rate for less texture information image. The image will be affected by the camera CCD sensor and CFA interpolation factors in the imaging process. In particular, there is a strong for the camera when these are taken for the natural image, so the natural images will blur. The algorithm for identifying these images will also be some impact.
Conclusion
There are so many algorithms to identify photorealistic computer graphics and natural image and these algorithms are relying on the classification. Because of photorealistic computer graphics and natural image having different imaging principle, these have great difference in texture. In this paper we extract gradient feature from photorealistic computer graphics and natural image. The experimental results show that the detection algorithm in this paper is feasible and less dimension feature vectors extracted than those obtained by other algorithms, so the time complexity and space complexity are relatively low.
